In mark of love…
PhotoBoxes
starts at 177,- € netto

Soundequipment

Karaoke

starts at 50,- € netto

starts at 90,- € netto

…the perfect day,
the perfect event,
the perfect partner.

Akku LED
Cans Set (12 pcs.)

Akku LED
Floorlights Set (6 pcs.)

starts at 75,- € netto

starts at 75,- € netto

Dancing light Sets
starts at 25,- € netto
Theimer und Mager Eventequipment
Schwanheimer Ufer 302, 60529 Frankfurt am Main
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"...this day should be the perfect day for us, as the bridal couple and as well
for our guests..."

For a wedding, there will not only be used flowers, decoration and the wedding dress / suit, in most of the
cases you will also need a band or a DJ, who takes care for your guests with stylish, tonal and visual ambient.
The here used loud speakers and light effects for your dancefloor could be rent from us, so that your DJ or
your band are perfect equipped for this evening.
As well, effectful ambient colored floorspots could be rent from us, to get a welcomed and warm ambient of
the eventroom.
On request, we also delivery the equipment, build it up and dismount everything, and of course, we also take
care for the transportation back to our warehouse, so that you could enjoy this day without any stress.
Have a look to our offer, a short selection from our eventpool, especially for the wedding of your dreams in
and around Frankfurt am Main. Of course, we will advise you regarding requirements for your wedding event,
the day of dreams come true for 2 wonderful persons.

Are you still searching for a PhotoBox for your wedding in Frankfurt am Main or near by?
We could offer you a professional PhotoBox wedding set with additional accessiories and a printer.
Your benefit is, that you could take the photos directly with you on a USB Stick after the wedding.
Of course, we are also providing a link after the wedding for your guests, that you are able to share the
pictures on an easy way.
Wonderful pictures and genius snapshots should always be taken with a high quality, that you could reprint
them in a detailed resolution.
Often other companys could not offer high resolution pictures and does not mention that to their customers,
because the resolution is just made for smaler prints.
Our PhotoBox is equipped with a professional DSLR Camera for high quality pictures.
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